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The Brussels Terror Attacks: Fake Videos and Images. “The Man in the Hat”

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 20 2016

The  official  story  is  that  the  attacks  in  both  Paris  and  Brussels  were  ordered  by  the  ISIS,
which just so happens to be supported by Turkey and Saudi Arabia in close liaison with
Washington and NATO headquarters in Brussels.

Andrew Jackson “Demoted”, Replaced by Civil Rights Activist Harriet Tubman on New $20
Dollar Bills

By Stephen Lendman, April 21 2016

On  April  20,  US  Treasury  Secretary  Jack  Lew  said  abolitionist/suffragist/civil  rights  activist
Harriet Tubman would replace Andrew Jackson on the front of new $20 bills. The former
president gets demoted to their reverse sides.Tubman was born into slavery, escaped…

In the Wake of the Earthquake: “Normal” in Nepal Spells Trouble

By Barbara Nimri Aziz, April 21 2016

“Things  are  normal”,  responded  my  friend  by  phone  from  Kathmandu.  “Nothing  has
changed”. Oh dear; this means the situation there remains dire. Not a good sign—too much
like news of a terminally ill relative. Nepal has fallen into a troubling,…

Given Ultimatum, Obama Forced to Publicly Display Preference for Saudi Terror-Leader,
Money, over 9/11 Victims
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By Robert Barsocchini, April 21 2016

Whereas Obama has previously tried in public to downplay his preferences in this area, he
has now been forced to display them and has announced to the US population that he
sides…

U.S. Government Is Now a Major Counterparty to Wall Street Derivatives

By Pam Martens and Russ Martens, April 22 2016

According to a study released by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in March of last
year, U.S. taxpayers have already injected $187.5 billion into Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
two companies that prior to the 2008 financial crash…

Australia’s Foreign Wars: Anzac Day Memories, The Sullen Child of History

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, April 22 2016

“Periodic vigilance will protect us against new generations of lords and masters who exploit
national myths to lure us into enterprises born in timidity and corrosive mateship.” -Andrew
Hamilton, Eureka Street, May 6, 2015 Old countries have baggage so heavy…
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